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Abstract
Autism is no longer a narrow category but has widened enormously to embrace a
whole range of autistic conditions and to see a classic autism has become the
exception,” says… Dr. Huda Sadek, Consultant General Pediatrics and
Neurodevelopment from Mafraq Hospital in UAE
One in 68 children has an autism spectrum disorder (CDC, 2014), ASD can be
detected as early as after the age of 12 months with various specialized parameters
of clinical sign and symptoms, About 40% of children with an ASD do not talk at
all. About 25%–30% of children with ASD have some words at 12 to 18 months of
age and then lose them.1 Others might speak, but not until later in childhood more
common in boys than girls, ASD occurs in all racial, ethnic, and social group but
African American and Latino children are more likely to be diagnosed later.
Possibility of ASD cure with Homeopathy verified with various clinical studies
carried out worldwide with scientific evidence based work in this field of Autism,
Homeopathy is one of the best choice for healing ASDs , deep and widespread
changes Simple and easy to use Safely resolves acute cases and its complaints
along with the chronic problem of autism .Antibiotics and other medications that
create gut disturbances and worsening of autism are avoided
It is Cost-effective and non-invasive, saves the child from hard chemical drugs that
too have adverse effect on other biochemical parameters of human body.

Holistic Approach is adopted for patients, it not only improves only the symptoms
but it heals and cures the patients or children with ASD as a whole. Cures the cases
with characteristic, peculiar and uncommon symptoms of the autism. Heals the
digestive system release the metabolic and excretory pathways and normalises
systemic functioning.
Homeopathy offer authentic help and is treatment of choice for ASDs, preferable if
other therapies are being offered like rehabilitation etc. it build noteworthy
difference to child and family using special case taking case management and
prescribing skills.
Evidence based studies shown important benefits Seen after Homeopathic
Treatment
1. Decrease in hyperactivity
2. Enhancement in sitting tolerance/attention span
3. Development in sensory perceptual skills and sensory integration
4. Appropriate expression of emotions and gestures
5. Progress in both fine motor & gross motor abilities
5. Improvement in social skills/eye contact
6. progress in speech, language & communication skills
8. Decline in anxiety states/temper tantrums
9. Better sleep patterns
10. Improved Immunity and resistance o infections
11. Reduction in self injurious behavior, jumping, biting etc.
12. Improvement in eating/ drinking dysfunctions
13. Better in audio-visual sensitivities, unnatural fears esp. dark ,etc.
14. Improvement n recurrent URI’s, bed wetting, body immunity strength
15. Improvement in Poor bowel control, lack of communication, lethargy,
laziness
16. Better control in symptoms of handling of genitals & nervous agitation
17. Improvement in Audio-visual sensitivities, unnatural fears esp. dark,
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Prostate cancer is second most diagnosed men cancer in the world, every year more than 30,000 patient in
USA die because of it, in UAE cancer is third cause of men death after cardiovascular diseases and
accidents.
Also Prostate cancer is second cause of men dying from cancer in UAE.
It was observed during a study by M Ghafoor, FRCS*, R Schuyten, PhD**, A Bener, FRSS** in Tawam
Hospital Department of urology Ministry of Health UAE ,that men in UAE were diagnosed with
advanced prostate cancer this study revealed that majority of patients were diagnosed between the mean
age 51 to 60 years of age.

The Major concern is the mean lower age of developing cancer in United Arab Emirates in compare to
various other countries of world example in India highest incidence is between age of 70 and 75 and also
in USA
And the Second concern is non availability of authentic preventive guidelines
Third is wellness and preventive departments have not equipped with complete facilities they are just
information centers for example if someone wants to do proper exercises no exact exercises guidelines are
there, if you want to leave smoking no courses are available just counseling departments are not enough
No authentic preventive guideline available which can prevent Prostate troubles like Prostatitis, Benign
Prostatic hyperplasia and cancer of prostate. The treatment itself sometimes causes serious side effects
like impotency and urinary incontinence and also drug resistance prostate cancer, after seeing its
morbidity, there was a need for effective research for a breakthrough in its prevention and treatment. Most
of the literature was collected from reliable sources, manuscript of ancient Indian methodology of health,
Yoga, Nature cure, with comparative study is made with observation of Dr Hahnemann’s Organon of
medicine .A unique new method invented “ten step prostate health program” This holistic formula is
being observed on patients of various prostate problems found to be clinically effective.
This method covers safe food and health guidelines, its environment friendly, innovative, and most of the
health guidelines of the world are covered and patient get complete information about lifestyle,
environment ,diet, Hygiene, effect of various health aspect on prostate health.
Although various guidelines are common with many health regulatory agencies but it has unique
preventive formula which can prevent millions of men from Prostate cancer and other related disorders.
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